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INTRODUCTION

So you want to start a business.

Great!

What are some things you need to know?

Here’s my 30 second pitch. (you’ll need one for yourself) 
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Go BIG or go small
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How to get started
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Bringing it all together

Q&A

Why are you starting a business?

Be honest.

Does the world need your business?

Be honest.

How hard are you willing to work?

You can be a little less honest here.

Are bad ideas any good?
 Yes. 

Build, test, learn, repeat!
Read that last statement again.

“The Small Business Association (SBA) states that only 
30% of new businesses fail during the first two years of being open, 

50% during the first five years and 
66% during the first 10 years.”
And that is actually a great thing, here’s why.......
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    LOVE     vs     like

Sometimes more isn’t always better (or sustainable)

Let’s talk about apps and users and yes, data.

Anyone hear of Facebook?
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Why university is the 
best time to find business partners

Age old wisdom from my Uncle Valdo (he makes moonshine)
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How to get start

Ok, you have a problem and have an idea on how to solve it.
What now?

Well, now you need to think about how to start a business to solve this problem.
Keep in mind the idea that you start with may not be where you finish.

Let’s talk about Airbnb and cereal.

BUILDING YOUR
BUSINESS PLAN

101
1. Executive Summary

2. Business Overview

3. Human Resources

4. Operations

5. Industry Overview

6. Marketing 

7. Financial Plan
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The bar test

When choosing a name there are a few things to consider:
1. the domain is available (check GoDaddy)

2. No one else is using the same name in your industry
3. You actually like the name and ideally, have a story behind it

4. The bar test

Solving the problem

Go BIG or go small

Choosing your team

How to get started

The bar test

Bringing it all together

Q&A
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There is no equation for a successful business but

Hard work helps

A great idea is also good

Solving a problem - yes!

A trustworthy team, 100%

Build, test, learn and ask questions

Say no to vanity!

Don’t be afraid to fail (and learn)

Get lots of sleep (you’ll need it)

Have a great soundtrack
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Q & A
Now is the time when you can ask any questions. 

I’ve created an online portal that will have copies of this deck, 
a contact form to message me any questions, 

some “cool” music, at least music I think is cool, 
and a constant stream of useful tools to help you on your way.

stradea.ca/startup2020

https://stradea.ca/startup2020/
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Stradea • Accessible Web Design + Marketing

270 Sherman Ave N, Suite 301

Hamilton, ON

Phone : 647 648 6496

E-mail : hugo@stradea.ca

Web : www.stradea.ca


